
Short description of the project 

The complex of Abromiškis manor is included in Lithuanian register of cultural properties and is 

protected because of its architectural, historical value and valuable landscape.  According to the order 

No.ĮV-190 of the Minister of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania, the object is declared as protected 

cultural property for public awareness and public use.  Abromiškis manor estate was founded in 1571; 

its history has connections with noble families of Poniatovski, Bychovci, de Raes, Plater. Abromiškis 

manor estate was considered as one of the most beautiful and best managed Lithuanian manor 

estates, with active cultural life, valuable library and art collections.  

Abromiškis manor house is unique for its architectural solutions – wooden center section of Classicism 

style was built at the beginning of 19th century and stone wings - at the end of 19th century. 

Unfortunately, until 2010 manor house was not used, burned and its physical condition was 

deteriorating rapidly.  

The project of revitalization of Abromiškis manor estate is initialized in order to preserve valuable 

cultural heritage site and to adapt it to the needs of society. One stage of the project is restoration of 

wooden (central) part of manor house. Operations of heritage protection, preparation of the design 

of building and installation of engineering network will be carried out during this project. Restoration 

of the stone wings of the manor house is carried out at the applicant‘s own expense. After the 

implementation of these projects Abromiškis manor house will be adapted to the needs of the public, 

open to public visits, guest house will be opened.  

Financial assistance from EEA financial mechanism would greatly accelerate implementation of the 

project and would create the precondition to present a new tourism attraction site as soon as in 2016. 

Manor complex is located in strategically attractive site – close the highway Vilnius-Klaipeda, 40 km 

from Vilnius. Tourism services development is encouraged at Abromiškis manor complex according to 

the solutions of the special plan of national level auto tourism, since it is close to two National auto 

tourism routes (John Paul II's pilgrimage road and the road of Four Capitals).  

Project added value is justified by the fact that after implementation of the project and restoration of 

wooden part of manor house, valuable cultural heritage object would be saved from decay and 

attractive tourism infrastructure would be created. Revitalization of manor house will have great 

added value to the development of local community in Abromiškės village.  

The project is implemented with a partner from Norway – University College of Agriculture and Rural 

Development, which will contribute to the project by providing human resources for the organization 

of public seminar about the importance and means of preservation of cultural heritage. The project 

seeks to promote non-standard approach to the cultural heritage in the local community, in order to 

exploit opportunities provided by cultural heritage to reach community goals.  

Information about Abromiškis Manor and Park 

Abromiškis manor estate was founded in 1571 by Abraham Poniatovski. It was owned by the noble 

family of Bychovci in 17th century and by the Counts de Raes of French origin during 18th and 19th 

centuries.  In the middle of 19th century Kazimiera de Raes married Count Plater and Abromiškis manor 

became the property of Plater family. The family owned the Manor until 1937. They reconstructed 

wooden manor adding two three storey stone wings.  Abromiškis manor estate was considered as one 



of the most beautiful and best managed Lithuanian manor estates, with active cultural life, valuable 

library and art collections.  Most of the descendants of de Raes and Platers families are buried in 

nearby cemetery and chapel of Sabališkės.  

After 1937 the Manor was owned by well-known banker and art collector M.Žilinskas, after that it 

housed a hospital, post office, a library, artwork shop, sanatorium and later on - a clinic. Unfortunately, 

until 2010 manor house was not used at all, burned and its physical condition was deteriorating 

rapidly.  

The park of the manor lies in gently undulating terrain in the vicinity of the lake of the same name and 

was founded in the first half of the 19th century. It is decorated with three ponds, but the highlight of 

the park – Abromiškis  lake. The curved avenue leads through the park towards the manor. In front of 

the building the avenue encloses the circular shape of the parterre.  The park is dominated by the local 

tree species:  lindens, maples, ashes, common and downy birches, mountain elms.  Only a few of 

relatively abundant exotic plants survived until these days -  sweet chestnut,  Ohlendorf spruces,  red 

cedars, large-leaved lindens, sycamore maples, silver and Canadian poplars. Particularly valuable are 

Sakhalin fir and powerful large-leaved linden.  

 


